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At the end of John Gray’s Billy Bishop Goes to War, Canadian World 
War One ace Billy Bishop speaks to us at the dawn of World War Two.  

“It comes as a bit of a surprise to me that there is another war on,” he 
says in his typically understated way.  “We didn’t think there was 
going to be another one back in 1918.  Makes you wonder what it was 
all for.”  

As we Canadians find ourselves embroiled in yet another war, many 
of us wondering what it’s all for, we could do worse than to look to 
our artists—not for answers, because art doesn’t provide answers, 
but for questions that might offer insights into our collective past.  
What happened back there and then? How did it happen and why?  
What was it all for? And what did it feel like to be there, to be part 
of it? Playwrights ask those kinds of questions, their scenarios given 
substance on stage by the actors, directors, and designers who turn 
words into sound, image, and embodied experience. 

For UBC’s 2008 Centenary, the Department of Theatre and Film 
thought to mark the occasion by featuring the work of two of our 
most distinguished alumni in Theatre at UBC productions this fall.  
Billy Bishop Goes to War by John Gray with Eric Peterson and Kevin 
Kerr’s Unity (1918) each won the Governor General’s Award for Drama.  
That both plays are set during and shortly after the Great War is a 
coincidence, but one we decided to exploit.  How could we find a 
way to get these productions talking to one another and generating 
a wider discussion about the ways Canadian theatre has responded 
to and articulated the issues around Canada at war?  

Because our Department bridges both the artistic business of 
making theatre and film and the scholarly investigation of those 
media and their meanings, we have put together a symposium—
Canada and the Theatres of War—through which to explore these 
issues in both performative and intellectual ways.  On November 17 
and 18 in the Frederic Wood Theatre, join distinguished Canadian 
war historian Jack Granatstein, award-winning playwrights John Gray 
and Kevin Kerr, internationally recognized theatre scholars Sherrill 
Grace and Alan Filewod, directors Dennis Garnhum, Sarah Rodgers, 
Stephen Drover, and Katrina Dunn, designers Robert Gardiner, Alison 
Green, and Kevin McAllister, performers Ryan Beil, Zachary Gray, 
Damon Calderwood, and current UBC BFA acting students for a rich, 
informative, provocative, and entertaining two days of scholarly and 
artistic inquiry. Everyone is welcome.  For program details pick up a 
flyer or go to www.theatre.ubc.ca.

Let’s wonder together what it was and is all for.

Jerry Wasserman

“Makes you wonder what it was all for …”



It has been an absolute thrill, adventure and honour to direct this 
gem of a piece, Billy Bishop Goes to War, which is celebrating its 30th 
anniversary in November. It premiered with Eric Peterson and John 
Gray at the Vancouver East Cultural Centre in 1978.  

I remember as a very young girl (my vanity emphasizes the very) 
being taken to some theatre—couldn’t tell you where even now—to 
see a show about a first world war fighter pilot. My only knowledge 
of such things, at that point in time, was from Snoopy. I had some 
understanding of the Red Baron and Sopwith Camels—not sure if I 
realized it was a plane. 

In the years to come I couldn’t recall much of the play, but the 
performance and music had a lasting effect on me. I had been 
mesmerized and enchanted by this moving theatrical piece.  Indeed, 
the three of us collaborating in this production have all been 
affected greatly by the play.

Ryan Beil saw Eric Peterson’s return performance in 1998 and 
decided, in that moment, that he wanted to be an actor. Zachary 
Gray himself, well, rumour has it, was conceived on tour in the early 
days of Billy Bishop Goes to War. He is a Billy Bishop baby. 

Two years ago, over a beer, in a Chemainus pub, Ryan Beil shared 
with me a story about his dear high school friend Zachary Gray. 
For Remembrance Day at their high school Ryan had recited “The 
Dying of Albert Ball” and Zach had sung “Friends ain’t s’posed to 
die” accompanying himself on guitar.  Suddenly, I was filled with 
excitement—the thought of doing a young, fresh version of Billy 
Bishop Goes to War sprang to mind. How wonderful to bring forth the 

‘next generation’  - a young, new sound to a beautiful show. If the 
truth be told, I have been approached to direct this play on previous 
occasions and I have always declined. I couldn’t imagine ever being 
able to match the brilliance of the originators. 

The idea of introducing a new instrument and actually having 
performers in their twenties (much closer to the actual ages of the 
young fighters in WWI) appealed to me. Billy Bishop was 24 years old 
at the height of the war and his military career. Many of the pilots 
shot down were barely twenty. No performer under the age of thirty 
has ever played Billy Bishop until this production. I think that the 
role of Billy Bishop is like a Canadian Hamlet. Actors get to their late 
thirties and think: “God, if I am ever going to get to play Billy Bishop I 
have to do it now!” 

I feel so blessed to have my beautiful young cast and the infusion 
of some new fresh sounds in the show. I have worked very hard 
and delicately (okay, at times bullyingly) to introduce the raw and 

Director’s Notes

vulnerable sound of the guitar into the show. I believe we have found 
a lovely balance of the jaunty period piano (I love our wonderfully, 
honky tonk turn of the century piano) and the delicate, gentle voice 
of the guitar.

As I looked through photographs of the war and this time period 
there were many shots of young travelling entertainers with their 
guitars and mandolins in hand. Certainly, it is more likely to find 
an old guitar in the corner of an aeroplane hangar than any other 
instrument and, with any luck, a dear old beat-up piano. 

For those of you that know the show well, I hope we have blown 
the dust off a great classic in a manner that pleases and excites, and 
for those new to Billy Bishop we hope that we have brought some of 
that magic and excitement that was first felt those many years ago at 
the Van East Cultural Centre into our production at the Telus Studio 
Theatre.  

I want to thank dear Zach for his openness and generosity; Ryan for 
his patience and trust; and John Gray for letting me muck about. You 
can chastise me in the bar later! Happy Anniversary, John and Eric. 
Directing this show has been quite a ride, and “all in all. I would have 
to say, it was a hell of a time.”  Enjoy. 

Sarah Rodgers



“One of the dominant figures in Canadian musical drama has been 
John Gray. As writer, composer, director and performer, Gray has 
created literate and immensely entertaining plays that bridge the 
gap between ‘legitimate’ theatre and the musical” (Wasserman 289).

John MacLachlan Gray (né John Howard Gray) was born in 1946 in 
Ottawa during demobilisation following the Second World War. 
Raised in Truro, Nova Scotia, in a musical family, he and his two 
brothers all became professional musicians. His father was a Flight 
Lieutenant with the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) and his mother, 
a biologist who did research into the poison gas, phosgene. Gray was 
named after his father’s best friend, John West, a WWII Spitfire pilot 
who was shot down during the Battle of Britain. With this inspiration 
for a name, it was inevitable that when his friend Eric Peterson 
passed him William Avery “Billy” Bishop’s autobiography, Winged 
Warfare in 1976, Gray would proceed to write—with Peterson’s 
help—one of his most well-known and successful works, Billy Bishop 
Goes to War. 

According to Gray, he drifted through his early school days with 
the “mental clarity of a zombie,” but distinguished himself playing 
keyboards for The Lincolns, a local rock ‘n’ roll band all through his 
years as an undergraduate. Beginning in 1965, he attended Mount 
Allison University, graduating with a B.A. in English in 1968. He 
then proceeded to Vancouver, where he studied directing at the 
University of British Columbia, emerging in 1971 with an M.A. in 
Theatre. 

Over the next four years, he directed plays as a founding member of 
Tamahnous Theatre, specialising in experimental theatre inspired by 
the New York and East European avant-garde. In 1975, he moved to 
Toronto, joining Theatre Passe Muraille as a composer and sometime 
director. From 1975-77, he wrote music for eight of the company’s 
shows, including 1837: The Farmer’s Revolt. 

By 1978, Gray had written his first two plays. His first play, 18 Wheels, 
“with its simple set, witty lyrics, affection for the ordinary guy, and 
keen sense of Canadian identity, established Gray’s musical and 
dramatic signature, including its dark existential streak” (Wasserman 
289). His second play, Billy Bishop Goes to War, opened on November 
3, 1978 at the Vancouver East Cultural Centre, co-produced by 
Tamahnous Theatre. It had been workshopped earlier in the year at 
Passe Muraille and developed out of the great friendship between 
Gray and Peterson, whom he first met in 1971, and the merging of 
Gray’s writing and musical skills with Peterson’s “skilled character 
development and virtuoso acting” (Wasserman 289).

Biography: John Gray

After its run in Vancouver, Gray and Peterson took the play on a 
sixteen-month Canadian tour before opening in Washington in 1980, 
with Mike Nichols as co-producer, a prelude to their four months 
on and off Broadway. Later that year, they toured to the Edinburgh 
Festival, then to Los Angeles where the show won both Best Play and 
Best Actor awards. The published play also won the 1982 Governor 
General’s Award for Drama. 

While Gray’s forte in music and lyrics has been recognised and 
praised, critics have at times also described his musical plays as 
lacking “carefully developed plot or complexity of character,” based 
perhaps on the notion that they are not “serious” as plays. However, 
Gray writes, 

“People don’t think of musicals as being as ‘serious’ as plays, but 
to me the musical is a play with poetry and music. The scenes 
aren’t bridges between songs, it’s the other way around. To me 
the singing of a song can be like a soliloquy from Shakespeare; a 
summing-up of something. Or it can be the moment where you 
drop the theme like a stone into a pond. Or it can suggest an 
environment, an era, a way of looking at things in a distilled way” 
(Gray, website articles).

Today, Gray has many musical plays, magazine articles, screenplays 
and novels under his belt. Amidst all these accomplishments, 
however, he seems to feel most at home with novel-writing, 
something he began doing in 1995 following his mother’s death. 
Steeped in a sense of disillusionment, he found himself “re-staking 
his territory” when he began writing novels. He also changed his 
middle name from Howard to his mother’s name, MacLachlan, as a 
way of honouring her intellectual and personal legacy. 

Sources:

Noonan, James. “Gray, John.” The Oxford Companion to Canadian 
Theatre. Eds. Eugene Benson and L.W. Conolly. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1989. 246-247.

Wasserman, Jerry. “John Gray with Eric Peterson.” Modern Canadian 
Plays. 4th ed. Vol. I. Vancouver: Talon Books, 2000. 289-291.

http://www.johnmaclachlangray.com/biography.htm

http://www.johnmaclachlangray.com/articles.htm



On naming

Theatre at UBC: In various biographies and interviews, you have said 
that you were named after John West, your father’s best friend, a 
WWII Spitfire pilot who was shot down during the Battle of Britain. 
How has the inspiration for your name influenced or helped define 
certain aspects of your life, your perspectives on war, your decision 
to write Billy Bishop Goes to War, and your affinity with the character?

John MacLachlan Gray: Like any kid, I clung to the lore behind my 
name as a badge of honour—you take what you can get when your 
name is John Gray.  Later on, I was intrigued by this romantic gesture 
on the part of my Dad, who was in the insurance business and whose 
great emotive gesture was to sing in the choir at the Presbyterian church.

But I thought about West and about Dad writing the show, and 
when we performed in the West End of London I visited the Air Force 
church near the Samuel Johnson monument as you enter the City. 
They have a list there, in volumes, and an officer in white gloves who 
turns the pages: and there he was.  John Edward West from Hopewell, 
Nova Scotia, a village of 150 people an ocean away.

UBC: In your self-penned biography on the website entitled “John 
MacLachlan Gray,” you recounted how in 1995, you changed your 
middle name from Howard to MacLachlan in order to identify 
yourself amidst the sea of writers also named John Gray (the name
you had used until then), but more importantly, to honour your 
mother whose presence seemed lacking in your name. How do you 
feel about this change today, thirteen years later? How has it helped 
redefine your identity both as a person and a writer?

JMG: My mother was the intellectual of the family.  She had an MA 
in biochemistry, which was rare in her day, and was a deeply curious 
person, and a lot of my personal interests came directly from her.  
The Spanish include their mother’s name, and it makes perfect sense. 
I feel far more represented by the name John MacLachlan Gray.

On writing

UBC:  In an interview with Alan Twigg in 1988, in which he 
commented on the easy success of Billy Bishop Goes to War, you 
replied, “I know. I've only written two damn shows. Now I'm starting 
to worry that I'm going to have to start thinking of myself as a writer. 
When you do that, there's always a danger you'll start thinking that 
you have to write, whether you have anything to say or not. I think 
that's an awful thing.” Now that you have quite a few publications—
both plays and novels—under your belt, has your concept of writing 
changed? If so, how has it evolved over the years? 

JMG: I do, I must admit, think of myself as a writer now.  It happened 
when I wrote my second novel. (Anyone can write a one-off.)  I 
never thought of myself as “writing” plays and musicals.  I think 

“constructing” is a better word.  Unlike a book, there is absolutely 
no reason to think of a play as “finished.”  It is a blueprint for 
a performance, an encounter between performers and an 
audience,  and if I’m present at any productions of my plays, I make 
changes.  Ten years ago I directed my first musical, 18 Wheels, at 
the Charlottetown Festival, and I completely re-wrote the second 
act. Now, writing is an extension of an inner voice I actually hear 
in a sub-vocal way.  Personally, it is my way of getting beyond the 
manipulator inside, the part of the brain that thinks it thinks. 

On theatre and the novel

UBC: In the same interview, you also mentioned that “the best 
reaction [one can] get out of theatre is recognition”, and agreed that 
theatre’s function is to reflect life, not comment on it. Do you still 
think this is true?

JMG: That’s a pretty good summation of what I thought then, and 
Eric [Peterson] too – in fact, I think Eric continues to feel that way; 
that was his great pleasure as a performer in Corner Gas.  But I’m a 
novelist now, and wouldn’t dream of handing down prescriptions for 
the theatre, other than that it must be interesting and not boring.

UBC: With this in mind, what, from your experience, are the 
differences between writing for the theatre and writing a novel? 
What makes you feel more inclined towards the novel as a genre?

JMG: The problem with a script is that it is not a play, only a vision of 
a play.  As it is with the movies, in order for the script to be a play you 
must attract a team of people, a venue, and the money to produce 
the show so that it becomes itself.   I got tired of that.   With the novel, 
once it is written it is a novel.   Even if nobody else bothers to read 
it, it’s still a novel, it is itself.  Mind, I have the added encouragement 
of having been published by international and Canadian  publishers, 
and having had lots of encouraging things said about my work.  I 
have no desk drawers full of manuscripts and am not sure how long 
I would tough it out if I did.  Other activities beckon, like carpentry, 
and the bicycle, and my dog Gus.
 
UBC: Setting aside prescriptions, what in your opinion, makes 
interesting and not boring theatre?

JMG: Boring theatre, for me, occurs when, for the audience, nothing 
happens.  There is no interchange. If the audience weren’t present 
it would still be the same play.   An example would be the recent 

Interview: John MacLachlan Gray



dramatization of the Frost/Nixon interviews.  Though well done, I 
had no idea why I was watching that play here and now, what it said 
to me about life and the world.   But maybe that’s just me.

On Billy Bishop Goes to War

UBC: What are your thoughts on the play’s meaning(s) or message(s) 
today, now that we are on the cusp of its 30th anniversary?

JMG: After thirty years I am in no position to comment on the play’s 
meaning(s). The play is like a child who has grown up and left home 
and is travelling the world, occasionally sending money home.

UBC: While the play has left home and is travelling the world, you 
and Eric did travel with it in its early beginnings, touring across 
Canada, going to the United States, Edinburgh and so on. How has 
reception of the play differed over the years, in different locations 
and in the different contexts of war?

JMG: Whatever the war, veterans seemed to see something true 
about their own experience, from Canadian war vets to the head 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington. In the dressing-room we 
watched men in business suits with their arms stretched out like 
wings, describing air battles. The response to the colonial references 
varied. Canadians, Irish, Scottish, and Aussies knew exactly what we 
meant—that colonials try harder out of a sense of cultural inferiority. 
The Americans didn’t quite get it, because they now have an empire 
of their own. The British have no trouble with it, since for them 
colonials generally were inferior. 

UBC: What are the major issues that strike you as important for the 
younger generation and for the older generation, for that matter, to 
grasp—both in terms of current social perspectives and in your play?

JMG: I would never tell people what to learn from the play. What I 
came away with for myself is that war is exactly like normal life, only 
much, much faster: if you survive you get to say good-bye to your 
friends. In a war, young men learn that lesson way too early, and 
that’s what defines the rest of their lives.

UBC: In the interview with Twigg, you mentioned that the play is 
partly about an older generation using a younger generation to fight 
in a war the latter knew nothing about. It is about older countries 
using younger countries. How could this resonate with audiences 
today?

JMG: Hard to say. In countries with conscripted armies, say China or 
Russia, would take it pretty well as written. In the west, however, we 
live in an era in which, in a war, the safest place to be is in the army. 
ww1 was the last war in which the majority of dead and wounded 
were soldiers. Now it’s civilians who take the brunt of it. Nobody 
even bothers to tally civilian casualties among Afghans and Iraqis. So 
when it comes to “learning” something about today in Billy Bishop 
Goes to War, I think the difference may be as telling as the similarities. 
As I say, I’m not the authority here. The play has moved on. 

UBC: John, you say the play has moved on, and yet, borrowing 
your analogy of the child leaving home, the parent usually remains 
connected to it somehow. What have you noticed are the major 
ways in which the play has evolved? In what ways do you still feel 
connected to it and also, in what ways have you moved past it?

Image:  Wartime Recruiting Poster. CWM 19820376-008 Courtesy 
Canadian War Museum.



JMG: If  I don’t see the play, I don’t think about it. If I am present 
for the production, I do some more work on it. I’m thrilled by some 
of the musical discoveries in this one, and plan to force Zachary to 
teach me how to play the electric guitar. 

UBC: What are you looking forward to in UBC’s production of your 
play, starring your son, Zachary, who now takes on the role you 
played, and his best friend, Ryan Beil, both who, as long time friends, 
have always dreamed of staging this play? 

JMG: It’s a startling parallel to what happened in the first place 
between Eric Peterson and me. Our friendship has always been a 
subtext of the play.  There was no Actor, Writer, or Director—just the 
two of us, making a show.

Sources: 

Gray, John MacLachlan. E-mail interview. 22 Oct. 2008. 

http://www.johnmaclachlangray.com/biography.htm

Twigg, Alan. “Interview: John Gray.” Madeira Pub, BC.: Harbour Pub, 1988. 

Eric Peterson was born in 1946 in Indian Head, Saskatchewan. He 
studied acting at the University of Saskatchewan for two years 
and spent two years in British repertory theatre before arriving in 
Vancouver. After a year at the University of British Columbia, he 
co-founded Tamahnous Theatre and had his first major roles in 
experimental versions of The Bacchae and Nijinsky, directed by John Gray. 

In 1973, he moved to Toronto and joined Theatre Passe Muraille, 
becoming one of its most imaginative feature performers. 

In 1976, Peterson discovered William Avery Bishop’s autobiography, 
Winged Warfare, and passed it on to John Gray. From 1976-78, they 
would work together to develop their musical play, Billy Bishop Goes 
to War. 

Peterson’s virtuoso performance in Billy Bishop earned him critical 
superlatives throughout Canada, Britain, and the United States. In 
New York, he won the Clarence Derwent Award for most promising 
performer in 1980, as well as Best Actor nominations from London’s 

Biography: Eric Peterson

Society of West End Theatres (1982) and Canada’s Alliance of 
Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA). 

Today, he is much recognised as the character Oscar Leroy in the 
Canadian television series Corner Gas. 

Sources:

Wasserman, Jerry. “John Gray with Eric Peterson.” Modern Canadian 
Plays. 4th ed. Vol. I. Vancouver: Talon Books, 2000. 289-291.

---. “Peterson, Eric.” The Oxford Companion to Canadian Theatre.  
Eds. Eugene Benson and L.W. Conolly. Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1989. 413. 

Image:  Aerial View of Trenches. George Metcalf Archival Collection
CWM 19810052-019 Courtesy Canadian War Museum.



Was Billy Bishop a hero or a fraud? by Dan McCaffery

That question has been asked frequently over the past quarter 
century, thanks to a controversial National Film Board of Canada 
production that suggested the First World War flying ace lied about 
many of his 72 confirmed victories, including the three for which 
he won the Victoria Cross, our highest gallantry award. However, I 
would argue the exact number of planes Bishop shot down during 
that terrible conflict is irrelevant. To my way of thinking Bishop was a 
hero simply because he risked his life when his country asked him to 
do so.

Airplanes of the 1914-18 era were, by today’s standards at least, little 
better than crates. Made of wood and linen, they were held together 
with piano wires. There was no armoured plating, no oxygen masks 
and no parachutes. One bullet through the gas tank could send them 
down in flames, ensuring the pilot a ghastly death. In many ways, 
you had to be a hero just to take one of them off the ground.

When Bishop reported to the Western Front in the spring of 1917, the 
life expectancy of an Allied pilot was a scant eleven days. By the end 
of his first month in action, almost every member of his squadron 
had been killed, driving home to him in no uncertain terms just what 
a dangerous game he was playing. He himself had survived several 
close calls, including one in which a German bullet grazed the side of 
his leather flying helmet. Needless to say, Bishop knew his chances 
of survival were not good. Somehow, he made it through unscathed, 
leaving the Front that August with a chest full of medals and 47 
enemy aircraft to his credit.

At that stage he could have quit and rested 
on his laurels. Many rich and famous men 
have used their influence to duck combat 
but Bishop, after he became a national hero, 
lobbied hard to get back into action. The 
authorities were fearful that his death would 
be a serious blow to public morale but they 
eventually relented and Billy returned to 
the Front in 1918, adding another 25 German 
planes to his score.

Some have claimed most of his ‘kills’ were 
made on solo patrols in which there were no 
witnesses other than Bishop. That’s true. But 
my research shows more than two dozen 
of his victories were solidly verified. I would 
argue that even if that’s all he accomplished, 
it would make him a very talented fighter 
pilot indeed.

However, that’s not why he should be 
celebrated today. Regardless of how many planes he shot down, 
it is beyond dispute that he flew more than 200 missions behind 
enemy lines, something that took an exceptional amount of courage. 
Perhaps most impressive of all is the fact that Bishop grew sick to 
death of the killing. His private writings show us that even before 
the fighting ended, he had become disgusted with the whole grisly 
business. And in the Second World War, he publicly renounced 
combat, writing that mankind must put an end to war or face certain 
annihilation.

Billy Bishop was a hero. Of that there can be no doubt.
 
Dan McCaffery is a Sarnia native, 56 years old, an editor/reporter 
at the Sarnia Observer daily newspaper, graduate of the journalism 
program at Lambton College in Sarnia and the author of eight books, 
including Billy Bishop: Canadian Hero, which was a best seller. He has 
been married for 34 years to his wife Val and is the son of a Second 
World War airman.

Image: Lone Wolf at Dawn. Original Painting by Rich Thistle ©

Artwork by Rich Thistle, internationally respected for his military 
and general aviation images, Canadian landscapes and automotive 
art. Visit Rich’s website to view his online catalog of original paintings 
and Giclée prints www.richthistle.com.



Kaleden Couple Share Distinction At 
R.C.A.F. Graduation Ceremony

An unusual distinction was shared by a 
Kaleden couple at #4 Flying Training School, 
Saskatoon last Friday April 30th (1943). 

PO Dave Goodwin, 23, graduated with that 
rank and was the first in the Dominion to 
receive the proficiency award.

Mrs. Goodwin presented her husband with 
the wings and is the first woman in Canada 
to perform this ceremony. PO Goodwin was 
employed at the Grand Forks Garage prior 
to his enlistment in the air force and Mrs. 
Goodwin is the former Miss Irene Murray. 
She was at one time a member of the 
telephone exchange staff here.

PO and Mrs. Goodwin are now spending the 
former's leave in Kaleden.

Flying Officer David Webster Goodwin
Shot down 23 May 1944 while serving on 
overseas (Sees France) air operation with 
the Royal Canadian Air Force.

From The Penticton Herald - May 1943

Image: In Photo: L-R - WWII PO Dave Goodwin, Mrs. Irene Goodwin, Dave Goodwin's RCAF 
Commanding Officer, Billy Bishop. Courtesy of Irene Angel.

Note:  Mrs. Irene Goodwin (pictured) is the grandmother of Nicole LeVasseur who is married 
to UBC MFA Directing Candidate Chris McGregor. PO Dave Goodwin's plane was shot down 
over France during WWII and he was listed as missing in action for many years until the family 
recently received information that pinpointed the whereabouts of his remains in a small town 
in France.



Royal Flying Corps Training Posters

“Pancaking” CWM 19700043-008. Image courtesy Canadian War Museum.

“Good and Bad Looping” CWM 19700043-006. Image courtesy Canadian War Museum.



“Trapped” CWM 19850452-082. Images courtesy Canadian War Museum.

“Beware of the Hun in the Sun” CWM 19850452-075. Images courtesy Canadian War Museum.



February 2, 1894 – William Avery 'Billy' Bishop is born in 
Owen Sound, Ontario

August 1911 – Bishop is accepted into the Royal Military 
College (RMC) in Kingston, Ontario

June 6, 1915 – Bishop's infantry unit leaves for England on 
the Caledonia

September 1, 1915 – Bishop reports to the 21st Squadron 
for elementary air instruction

April 1916 – Bishop injures his knee in a takeoff while 
working as an observer

May 1916 – Bishop is admitted to hospital while on leave 
in London for his knee injury, and soon after is sent home 
to recuperate when his father suffers a stroke

September 1916 – Bishop is accepted for training as a 
pilot at the Central Flying School

March 22, 1917 – Bishop's first patrol

March 24, 1917 – Bishop crash lands in front of General 
John Higgins

March 25, 1917 – Bishop gets his first victory

April 8, 1917 – Bishop gets his fifth victory and becomes 
an ace.

April 30, 1917 – Billy Bishop meets the Red Baron in a 
battle that ends in a draw*

William Avery ‘Billy’ Bishop – A Timeline

*Some military records show the Red Baron listed as being on leave at this time, leading 

historians to debate whether Bishop could have mistaken the identity of his combatant, or if 

perhaps the story was strategically played up for recruitment purposes.  See Lieutenant-Colonel 

David Bashow's The Incomparable Billy Bishop: The Man and the Myths (2002).

Image: Final Victory. Original Painting By Rich Thistle ©

Image:  Billy Bishop, August 1917. George Metcalf Archival Collection
CWM 19920085-655 Courtesy Canadian War Museum.



May 1917 – Bishop earns the Distinguished Service 
Order (DSO) for shooting down two aircraft while being 
attacked by four others. 

May 6, 1917 – Albert Ball scores his 44th victory and is 
killed in battle the next day

June 2, 1917 – Bishop launches his “Dawn Attack” on the 
German Aerodrome

August 11, 1917 – Bishop is awarded the Victoria Cross for 
the “Dawn Attack”

October 19, 1917 – Bishop marries Margaret Burden at the 
Timothy Eaton Memorial Church in Toronto

April 1918 – Bishop is promoted to Major and given 
command of Squadron 85 the “Flying Foxes”

June 18, 1918 – Bishop is ordered to return to England to 
organize the new Canadian Flying Corps

August 5, 1918 – Bishop is promoted to Lieutenant-
Colonel

1938 – Bishop is made Honorary Air Marshal of the 
Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) and is put in charge of 
recruiting

September 11, 1956 – Billy Bishop passes away peacefully 
in his sleep in Palm Beach, Florida

Image: Billy Bishop. Courtesy of the Public Archives Canada, 
Negative A006318.

Image: Hunter. Original Painting By Rich Thistle ©



The design for Billy Bishop was influenced 
by a number of inspirations. These included 
the sculpture of American artist Lee 
Bontecou, airfield architecture from the 
First World War, aerial photographs taken 
during actual reconnaissance and the idea 
of found objects in a space transforming 
into something theatrical. The elements 
give us a sense of period, bringing us back 
in time and into the world of Bishop. The 
palette is muted and earthy, incorporating 
the feeling of natural materials. It is derived 
from examples of Bontecou’s work, which 
contains an interesting juxtaposition of hard 
and soft materials combined with paint.

The show lends itself to intimacy, given its 
single character, Billy Bishop, and a musician 
to support him. Because of this we have 
chosen a thrust layout for the Telus Studio 
Theatre, wrapping the audience on three 
sides. There is a hint of an old hangar, with 
a sculptural element at the end of the 
space and a few prop elements scattered 
throughout. By simple suggestion the 
audience is transported to various locations: 
a simple prop such as a rug invokes a 
parlour, backlighting the sculpture as a 
window gives the vastness of a hangar, 
giving the actor height for the telling of a 
flying story takes us into the air. Towards 
the end of the piece, the simple, seemingly 
nondescript objects transform into 
something unexpected in a bit of theatrical 
magic. Come see Billy Bishop to discover the 
surprise.

Kevin McAllister

Image: Set Design Drawing  
by Kevin McAllister

Scenery Designer’s Notes

BILLY BISHOP
Theatre at UBC - Telus Studio Theatre
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When developing the costume concept 
for Billy Bishop Goes to War, historical 
authenticity was of the utmost importance. 
The concept behind this design was to have 
Billy Bishop (Ryan Beil) in his Royal Flying 
Corps uniform, youthful yet decorated. The 
script of Billy Bishop demands that the actor 
not only becomes Billy, but he also must 
take on the personae of the various people 
he knew. This requires a costume that is 
adaptable. It must be easy to move in, as 
well as easy to remove. 

When designing the Musician (Zachary 
Gray), I chose to have him also in full military 
dress. The Musician’s uniform is identical to 
Billy Bishop’s but made from a lighter shade 
of the same material. The concept was to 
have the musician be a faded out image of a 
soldier, representing fellow members of the 
Royal Flying Corps. He is decidedly in the 
past and returns through Billy’s memories.

Basha Ladovsky

Image: Costume Design Rendering  
by Basha Ladovsky

Costume Designer’s Notes



Glossary

Adjutant
Officer who assists superior officers by communicating orders and 
performing administrative duties.

Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF)
Overseas force formed by the Government of Canada in August 1914 
to participate in the First World War, consisting of volunteers from 
existing militia regiments. The first troops sailed for Great Britain 
in October 1914 and went into action in early 1915. Over 600,000 
officers and men served with the CEF between 1914 and 1919. The CEF 
battalion units were disbanded after the war and their battle honours 

are borne by the militia units that provided 
the volunteers.

Distinguished Service Order (DSO)
British decoration established in 1886 and 
bestowed on senior commissioned officers 
of the Army and Navy in recognition of 
distinguished services.  It may be awarded to 
junior officers in especially deserving cases.

Lewis gun
Drum-fed, light machine gun of a .303 calibre.  
It was the standard weapon of that type in 
British Commonwealth armies from the First 
World War until 1939.

Martello Tower
Round stone towers of several stories with artillery on top. They 
usually had a low, wooden, cone-shaped roof that could be removed 
when clearing for action.  They were very strongly built and made 
ideal outlying forts that, while relatively inexpensive to put up, were 
difficult to capture. They were first built in Canada in Halifax in 1796, 
and later in Québec (1808-1812), St. John (1813-1815) and Kingston 
(1846-1848).  Most are still standing today.  The name "Martello" is said 
to be derived from Cape Mortella in Corsica and became popularized 
in England during the Napoleonic Wars when defence towers were 
built along the English coast.

Military Cross (MC)
Decoration established on 31 December 1914 
and awarded to majors, junior officers and 
warrant officers in British Commonwealth 
armies for bravery in the field.  It is ranks 
below the DSO.

Royal Military College (RMC)
Canada’s military college for training 
officers since 1876, on an outstanding site 
at Kingston, on the shores of Lake Ontario. 
Reputed to provide an excellent military 
and engineering education.  Initially, RMC 
was the only engineering school in Canada. 

Unfortunately, candidates from French Canada were almost totally 
excluded until recently, as they were required to be fluent in English. 
Anglophone candidates had no language prerequirements. This had 
negative effects on command structures, which were addressed after 
the Second World War with the opening of Collège Militaire Royal 
(CMR) at Saint-Jean. Today, RMC is a fully bilingual institution where 
one can obtain a complete university education in English or French.

Royal Flying Corps / Royal Naval Air Service

Both these organizations formed the air arm of the British forces and 
were fused into the Royal Air Force in April 1918.  As Canada did not yet 
have its own air force, thousands of Canadians attracted to war in the 
skies enlisted in the British services from 1914.  In 1916, the formation of 
Canadian reserve squadrons was approved by Britain as ‘Royal Flying 
Corps, Canada’.  In early 1917, 20 squadrons were organized at airfields 
in the Toronto area at Long Branch, Camp Borden and Deseronto to 
provide training for pilots and aircraft maintenance servicemen.



Squadron (Air Force)
Air forces adopted the squadron structure during the First World War, 
the first Canadian Squadrons being formed in 1917 when the short-
lived Royal Canadian Naval Air Service was established.  Distinct 
Canadian squadrons in the Royal Flying Corps were not formed until 
August 1918.  Squadrons were formed in the Canadian Air Force from 
1920 and the RCAF from 1924, which expanded tremendously during 
the Second World War.

Victoria Cross (VC)
Highest decoration for valour in Canada and the Commonwealth 
forces.  It takes precedence over all other orders, decorations, etc., and 
is equal in merit, but senior, to the George Cross.  The act of valour 
must now be performed in face of the enemy and the VC can be 
awarded to a person of any rank.  The obverse is inscribed simply 'FOR 
VALOUR'.  To date (2004) 94 Canadians have received the award and 
only one is presently alive.

Source:

Courtesy of the Canadian Military History Gateway, funded by The 
Department of Canadian Heritage and the Department of National 
Defence (DND). http://www.cmhg.gc.ca/html/glossary/default-en.asp?t=0

Images: Courtesy Canadian War Museum

Far Left Top: Distinguished Service Order, Awarded to Major Malcom McBean 

Bell-Irving of the Royal Flying Corps. CWM 19760140-001. Tilston Memorial 

Collection of Canadian Military Medals.

Far Left Bottom: Lewis Aircraft Light Machine-Gun. CWM 20060143-001.

Left Top: Military Cross, Awarded to Major Malcom McBean Bell-Irving of 

the Royal Flying Corps. CWM 19760140-001. Tilston Memorial Collection of 

Canadian Military Medals.

Left Bottom: Squadron Commander Raymond Collishaw speaks with fellow 

air ace Arthur Whealy (seated in plane). Collishaw is wearing his naval air 

force uniform, as he flew for much of the war with the Royal Naval Air Service, 

amalgamated with the Royal Flying Corps to form the Royal Air Force on 1 April 

1918.. George Metcalf Archival Collection. CWM 19930012-303.

Right Top: Front and back views of Victoria Cross awarded to Captain 

Christopher Patrick John O’Kelly of the 52nd Canadian Infantry Battalion for 

action at the battle of Passchendaele. CWM 19710077-001a & b.

Aircraft Recognition Information Poster. CWM 19920143-004.
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Sarah Rodgers – Director
Sarah is an actor and a director; she graduated in 2003 with her MFA in directing from UBC 
and is thrilled to be back. Her thesis production was Oh, What a Lovely War in the Telus Studio.  
Since graduation Sarah directed Cat and Mouse (Sheep) for Sea Theatre in which she received a 
Jessie Richardson Award for Outstanding Direction.  Some other highlights include: Under Milk 
Wood at UBC; The Elephant Man and Driving Miss Daisy for Pacific Theatre; Emily and My Fair Lady 
for The Gateway Theatre; Island of Bliss by Ian Weir for Western Canada Theatre Company; The 
Feigned Courtesans and Impromptu of Outremont for United Players; A Christmas in Wales and 
St. Joan for Chemainus Theatre Festival.  Most recently Sarah directed The Ash Girl for Studio 58. 
Upcoming:  Jesus, My Boy at Pacific Theatre and Guys and Dolls at The Gateway Theatre. Sarah 
would like to thank UBC for their support on this exciting project. It feels like coming home. 

Ryan Beil – Billy Bishop, et al. 
Ryan is happy to be returning to UBC (from which he has a BFA in acting) to perform in the play 
which made him decide to become an actor. Seriously. Recently, you might have seen Ryan in 
Twelfth Night and King Lear on Bard on the Beach's mainstage. Before that, he was in Chemainus 
performing in Hay Fever. Ryan can't sing all too well and wants to thank Zach for putting up 
with him. He also wants to thank John Gray and Eric Peterson for writing and perfecting this 
Canadian Classic. Specifically, he'd like to thank Eric for all the bits he stole from him. For his 
next project Ryan is planning to follow even further in Eric’s footsteps by pitching a remake of 
Street Legal. Ryan was born and raised in Vancouver, BC.

Zachary Gray – Piano Player, et al.
Zachary is a Vancouver musician who graduated from UBC in 2006 with a B.A. in History. He’d 
like to thank his mother.

Ashley O’Connell – Assistant Director
Ashley is delighted to be back at his old Alma Mater for this very special show.  Ashley performed 
in many shows at UBC over the years – favourites include The Cherry Orchard, La Ronde and The 
House of Atreus.  Having escaped from an orphanage on an island off the windswept west coast of 
Ireland, Ashley subsequently made his first million by the age of 12 and then decided to forsake 
a life of indolence and pursue his dream of acting. He is currently broke, happy and living with 
a rabbit named George and a stage manager named Jaimie. Ashley would like to thank Sarah, 
Ryan, Zach, and all the folks who made this production such a wonderful experience.



Basha Ladovsky – Costume Designer
Basha is in her final year of the BFA design program and very excited to start her year off 
with such a wonderful show. You may remember her from such one-acts as Featuring Loretta,  
November, Coulrophobia, or the Business of Evil. Basha first fell in love with the world of costuming 
as a young child, making felt clothes for her stuffed animals. When not designing wicked 
costumes, Basha enjoys longboarding, pilates and walks on the beach.

Kevin McAllister - Scenery Designer
Kevin’s recent projects include This Wonderful Life and Driving Miss Daisy for Pacific Theatre,  
Miracle on 34th Street for the Chemainus Theatre Festival, His Greatness for the Arts Club Theatre, 
The Taming of the Shrew and Romeo & Juliet for Bard on the Beach, Spitfire Grill for the Grand 
Theatre and The Magic Flute for Vancouver Opera. His upcoming projects include Unity (1918) 
for UBC Theatre and Holy Mo for Pacific Theatre. Kevin's designs have earned him seven Jessie 
Award nominations and one CTC Award nomination. He is a member of Associated Designers 
of Canada and is a graduate of UBC Theatre.

Ian Schimpf – Lighting Designer
Ian is glad to be back at UBC theatre doing the lighting design for Billy Bishop Goes to War. This 
has been a show he has always wanted to work on since he first saw it. This April he will finish 
up his BFA requirements and finally graduate; then continue to pursue work at Walt Disney 
Imagineering, where last year he won a design competition with his friend Ian Giles for their 
idea of the rollercoaster ride "Mickey's Stunt Pilot Academy". His previous work includes the set 
and lighting design for A Year with Frog and Toad, as well as set and lighting designs for Theatre 
at UBC’s Medea Redux, Shadows of Troy and assistant lighting design for A Dybbuk.

Benjamin Cheung – Stage Manager
Ben joined his creative cohorts in the UBC BFA Theatre Design/Production program only a 
short while ago.  Since then, he has managed the stages for Death and Taxes and Twigs as well 
as assistant stage managed Brave New Play Rites, Lovestruck, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The 
Learned Ladies, and The Hobbit.  He’s grateful for the guidance and patience he’s received from 
everyone on his theatrical journey.  He couldn’t have kept his sanity without their support; 
although he does forget which pocket he’s kept it in on any given day.
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Influence
Touchstone Theatre presents

by Janet Munsil
Directed by Katrina Dunn

Performance Works
Nov 6–15, 2008 Tickets 604.684.2787 | ticketstonight.ca
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Unknown medical student John Keats wants to abandon his medicine to become a poet.
Three warring Greek gods will show him the way, influencing the future forever.
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~ a classic Canadian musical ~heart-warming

Deep Cove Shaw Theatre

Nov 5–22 — Weds–Sat at 8pm

Tickets 604-929-9456

4360 Gallant Avenue at Panorama Drive, North Vancouver

$18 & $15 — Free parking

www.FirstImpressionsTheatre.com

Purchase tickets online PayPal, MC, Visa, Am Ex

First Impressions Theatre

Gerry Mackay
Damon Calderwood

matches this production by
Theatre at UBC with a convergent mounting  at the
Deep Cove Shaw Theatre, in North Vancouver. Featuring
UBC alumni director (MFA Directing)
and (BA Theatre) as Billy Bishop
with accompanying him with vocals
and on piano.

Everyone with First Impressions Theatre in the Deep
Cove production wishes our UBC friends every success
with their mounting of this important piece of
Canadian theatre and history; we encourage you to
come out to see our show too!

Gordon Roberts

Two productions take flight!

NOTE: Special performance Tuesday, November 11 with

all proceeds going to The Poppy Fund ~ Tickets $20

November 13 to 22, 2008 
Frederic Wood Theatre 

by Kevin Kerr

Directed by  
Stephen Drover

Unity 
(1918)



Oh, the bold Aviator lay dying, 

As ‘neath the wreckage he lay, (he lay), 

To the sobbing mechanics beside him, 

These last parting words he did say:

Two valves you’ll find in my stomach, 

Three sparkplugs are safe in my lung, (my lung). 

The prop is in splinters inside me, 

To my fingers, the joystick has clung.

Then get you six brandies and soda, 

And lay them all out in a row, (a row), 

And get you six other good airmen,  

To drink to this pilot below.

Take the cylinders out of my kidneys, 

The connecting rod out of my brain, (my brain), 

From the small of my back  take the crankshaft, 

And assemble the engine again!

Bold Aviator Song

Please sing along at the  

beginning of Act Two!


